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ABSTRACT
QoS (Quality of Service) is an emergent
necessitate of next generation Internet, and has been
widely investigated by the computer and
communication community. QoSME (Quality of
Service Management Environment) is presented in this
paper as a general solution of end application QoS
management and guarantees. Some related research
works briefed firstly demonstrate that delivering QoS
to end applications easily is highly demanded. QoSME
architecture employs the current prevailing network
protocols and technologies (e.g., IP and ATM), and
incurs a QoS environment that interfaces end
applications with underlying QoS provisioning
services and manages application QoS through
monitoring real-time network performances. The
QoSME system model is deployed with its system
components including QoSockets (the socket-like
runtime environment), QoS MIBs (Management
Information Bases), SNMP (Simple Network
Management Protocol) agents and APIs (Application
Programming Interfaces). Two typical QoSdemanding multimedia applications built using
QoSME are introduced. Finally, some conclusions and
future works are presented.
KEYWORDS:
QoS, quality of service, Intserv, RSVP, ATM, network
management, distributed multimedia, QoSME,
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the largest interconnected network around the
world, the Internet provides a number of essential
communication services such as WWW, email and file
transfer (FTP) in our daily life. So far, the Internet has
been evolved far beyond our past predictions.
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However, various mission-critical applications such as
multimedia
teleconferences,
and
e-commerce
applications such as on-line hotel or ticket reservation
and shopping are already surfing over the Internet and
demanding that the Internet service providers provide
QoS guarantees.
These applications need to acquire their requested
service levels and qualities, varying largely one from
another. For example, an IP telephony application
requires voice signals arriving within a tolerated delay
variance (jitter); a video player requires a bandwidth
guarantee to convey its images smoothly; a real-time
monitor requires a strictly assured delay of
communication; and an online shopping service
requires all data secured without loss.
Usually, throughput, delay, jitter and reliability
(loss) are major concerns of applications’ requirements
on network performances. The Internet QoS
technology is to help application request and meet
these network requirements. First, those application
QoS requirements should be mapped to the underlying
QoS provisioning services such as Intserv (Integrated
Services [10]), Diffserv (Differentiated Services [4])
and ATM [6]. Second, network performances behaved
by the underlying services need to be monitored to
ensure and adapt the application QoS.
In this paper, QoSME (Quality of Service
Management Environment) is presented to meet the
above challenges. It offers an open solution for
delivering QoS to end applications and managing
application QoS over network systems. QoSME
interfaces applications with appropriate QoS
provisioning services and applications request their
QoS in terms of QoS characterization. Particularly, it
benefits the legacy Internet applications that are based
on the well-known Internet technologies. On the other
hand, using SNMP [15] agents to access QoS MIBs,
QoSME enables applications to monitor real-time
network performances for QoS management.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
a brief review of current QoS-related research works.
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QoSME architecture is introduced in Section 3, and
followed by its QoS characterization, provisioning and
management. Section 4 describes the QoSME model
and its system components such as QoSockets, QoS
MIBs and SNMP agents, and APIs. Two multimedia
applications using QoSME, which are NetVideo (an
Internet Video tool) and DIRM (a resource
management system), are introduced in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 summarizes and presents some
future works.

2. RELATED WORKS
A large amount of research efforts has been
contributed to the QoS investigation, here briefs about
some present-day typical projects.
Diffserv (Differentiated Services) that was
proposed by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
[3][4] is a packet-based priority service that provides
several types of premium or assured services to meet
differentiated user requirements of network services.
According to the SLA (Service Level Agreement), a
packet is classified with a given service priority before
it is forwarded into a Diffserv network. The DSFILED
(Diffserv Field) [3] of the IP header is used to mark a
packet, i.e., setting the TOS byte of an IPV4 packet.
“End System QoS Framework” of Washington
University [26] is to provide QoS requirements with
the end-system for networked multimedia applications
and divided into four QoS components: specification,
mapping, enforcement and protocol implementation.
Important system resources such as CPU, memory and
network are considered to meet the QoS requirements
for each end-to-end application session.
EPIQ done by University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign [5] is developing a meta-computing
framework, by which end-to-end QoS and resource
management can be customized and integrated to
provide guaranteed services with negotiated quality to
time-critical applications. It is working on an open
run-time environment of real-time application, end-toend QoS characterization and communication protocol
design.
“Heidelberg QoS Model” from IBM European
Networking Center [8][9] provides QoS guarantees in
end-systems and network, and is implemented with a
continuous media transport system HeiTS/TP on the
top of ST-II (network layer)[27]. HeiRAT (Heidelberg
Resource Administration Technique) is used to offer a
QoS management scheme of end-to-end guarantees for
HeiTS/TP and includes QoS negotiation, computation
and admission control from the data link layer to the

application layer. Two types of QoS are Guaranteed (at
maximum demand)
and
Statistical
(slightly
overbooked), and have been experimented on the
Token Ring network.
Intserv (Integrated Services) proposed by IETF
[10~14] is a flow-based resource reservation service,
which employs guaranteed and controlled load services
to support end-end mission-critical services such as
real-time service. Intserv comes with the resource
reservation signaling protocol RSVP (ReSerVation
Protocol) [11].
OMEGA of University of Pennsylvania [16] has
done an interdisciplinary research work between
application QoS requirements and available local and
global resources. Two new protocols are proposed for
resource reservation and management, RTNP (Real
Time Network Protocol) at network layer and RTAP
(Real Time Application Protocol) at application layer.
A QoS brokerage model is also proposed for resource
management including QoS translation and negotiation
in the ATM network.
“OSI QoS Framework” proposed by ISO [17] is
primary on quality of service support for OSI
communication. It defines a set of terminology and
concepts for QoS, and provides a model covering
objects related to QoS in OSI standards. This
framework consists of two types of management
entities: layer specific and system-wide, to meet the
QoS requirements by monitoring, maintaining and
controlling end-to-end QoS.
QoSME from the DCC Group of Columbia
University [1][2] is targeted to provide a generic
architecture for application QoS demanding and
management. It interfaces application with the
underlying QoS provider to request QoS and monitors
real-time network performances to assure application
QoS.
QoS-A (Quality of Service Architecture) proposed
by Lancaster University [18][19] is a multi-layer and
multi-plane architecture of services and mechanisms
for QoS management and control of continuous media
flows in multi-service networks. Two important layers
are the application platform layer that provides
multimedia communications and QoS specification in
an object-based environment, and the orchestration
layer provides jitter correction and multimedia
synchronization services across multiple related
application flows over the transport layer. Three planes
are the protocol plane which consists of distinct user
and control sub-planes for different QoS requirements
of control and data, the maintenance plane which
contains a number of layer specific QoS managers and
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the flow management plane which is responsible for
flow establishment, QoS mapping and scaling.
QUASAR (QUAlity Specification and Adaptive
Resource) from OGI [23][24] is working on QOS
specification for both adaptive and reservation-based
resource management, and concentrating on
distributed multimedia systems that dynamically
adjust to variability in available resources.
QuO (Quality of service Object) proposed by BBN
[25] is working on the QoS requirements of distributed
multimedia applications with a CORBA dynamic
environment through a resource management and
availability model. This model is implemented at the
CORBA layer, exploits the underlying QoS of the
communication layer and allows an application to
know of the actual QoS and adapt to changing
conditions. This project is integrated with QoSME.
TENET done by University of California at
Berkeley [29] is conducted with an experimental wide
area ATM network. It sets up a family of protocols in
its architecture and provides deterministic and
statistical guarantees for hard real-time and continuous
media flows. For example, RCAP (Real-time Channel
Administration Protocol) spans the transport and
network layers for resource reservation and flow
setup; RTIP (Real Time Internet Protocol) offers
generic connection establishment, resource reservation
and signaling functions for the rest of the protocol
family; CMTP (Continuous Media Transport Protocol)
supports communication over continuous media.
XRM (eXtended integrated Reference Model)
from the COMET Group of Columbia University [22]
develops a real-time modeling framework for control
and management of multimedia telecommunication in
ATM networks and end-systems populated with
multimedia devices. It is divided into five distinct
functional planes: network and systems management,
resource control, data abstraction and management,
connection management and binding and use
information transport and computing. A database
“telebase” is developed to implement data sharing
among all the XRM planes.
In summary, the above QoS research works can be
divided into three categories: (1) underlying QoS
provisioning mechanisms, e.g., ATM, Diffserv and
Intserv; (2) QoS control and management of network
communication, e.g., QoS-A, TENET and QoSME;
(3) End application QoS middleware or environment,
e.g., QoSME, OMEGA and EPIQ. In addition, some
of them have worked out some fundamental
frameworks spanning the above three categories, e.g.,
OSI and XRM.

Clearly, the end applications requiring QoS do not
want to handle the complexity of directly dealing with
underlying QoS provisioning services (in the first
category). Instead, they need a user-friendly QoS
environment to demand and manage their service
qualities. QoSME is such an environment described in
later sections.

3. QoSME ARCHITECTURE

QoSME is originated from the QuAL (Quality of
Service Assurance Language) project [2] of Columbia
University. It serves end application QoS by providing
a comprehensive architecture (Fig. 3.1) open to
applications and network systems. Rather than
proposing new protocols, QoSME builds a middleware
between applications and the underlying resource
providers, which employs current Internet technologies
(protocols and standards) of network transmission
mechanisms, services and management.
3.1 Overall Structure
QoSME integrates the current Internet protocols
and standards that are commonly used in network
communications. TCP/IP is the main networking
protocol suite of QoSME, and ATM is also supported.
SNMP [15] is used to offer MIB-based QoS
management. Network protocols, TCP, UDP, ST-II
[27] and ATM [6], are available in QoSME.
Furthermore, TCP and UDP are provided to support
QoS requirements using the reservation protocol
RSVP, and called as R-TCP and R-UDP respectively.

Fig 3.1 QOSME Architecture
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At the network layer in Fig. 4.1, QoSockets
constructs the run-time QoS environment for QoSME
applications that use the network protocols (e.g., TCP,
UDP, ST-II and ATM). QoSockets establishes
connections to ATM [6] or RSVP [11] for QoS
reservation and creates MIBs for QoS management.
QoSOS is the interface part to interface QoSME with
heterogeneous operating systems so as to use those
native resources (e.g., threads and signals) from the
system layer.
The application layer consists of end applications,
SNMP agents and QuAL. QoSME applications may
use QoSME API to communicate with QoSockets, or
use QuAL to describe their QoS requirements more
conveniently in terms of a friendly macro language
that helps users understand detail QoS specifications.
An SNMP agent is provided to access QoS MIBs from
a remote SNMP-compliant network manager.
3.2 QoS Characterization
The main types of QoS attributes in QoSME are
throughput, delay (and jitter), and reliability. In
addition, QoSME introduces the coerced flag, to
coerce compatible QoS requirements of both senders
and receivers of a traffic stream.
• Throughput
Four parameters are defined to represent the
network throughput.
♦min_rate: Lower bound of transmission rate;
♦max_rate: Upper bound of transmission rate;
♦peak_rate: Peak transmission rate;
♦size: Maximal size of transmitted messages.
Each rate is number of messages conveyed per
second. The throughput is the product of the rate
(min_rate, max_rate, or peak_rate) multiplied by the
message size (bytes). For the ith traffic stream, its
throughput is computed as (in bytes/s):
Minimal: tim = min_ratei × sizei
(1a)
i
i
i
Maximal: t M = max_rate × size
(1b)
Peak:
tip = peak_ratei × sizei
(1c)
• Delay & Jitter
Four parameters are related to the transmission
delay and jitter.
♦min_delay: Lower bound of transmission delay;
♦max_delay: Upper bound of transmission delay;
♦int_delay: Maximal time elapsing between two
received messages;
Maximal delay variance of two
♦jitter:
consecutive messages
These parameters are metered in milliseconds.
• Reliability

The reliability uses three major parameters.
♦loss: Percentage of messages lost;
♦rec_time: Maximal time elapsed for recovering a
disrupted connection;
♦permt: Permutable flag indicating if messages can
be delivered out of order.
QoSME also provides other parameters (e.g.,
connection failures) used for monitoring network
reliability.
• Coerced flags
QoSME allows both senders and receivers of a
stream to define their own QoS parameters.
Sometimes, the QoS parameters at each end conflict
with each other and need to be coerced (downgraded)
to a commonly accepted level. Coerced flags are
therefore used to indicate which parameters should be
coerced. If no coercion is requested, both senders and
receivers use their own parameters to request QoS,
which may cause resource allocation failure in case of
incompatibility.
For example, suppose two ends of a traffic stream
want to coerce their peak rates (by setting
coerce_peak_rate = True), and the rates of the sender
and the receiver are 64 and 60 KBps (kilobytes per
second) respectively. QoSME internally coerces them
to the minimal common rate of 60 KBps, and notifies
the new rate to both sender and receiver. The sender
effectively downgrades its peak rate to 60 KBps as a
result.
3.3 QoS Provision
QoSME provides application QoS by requesting
resource allocations of the underlying service providers
such as Intserv, Diffserv, and ATM. The current
implementation uses ATM and Intserv/RSVP.
• Types of QoS
♦ Guaranteed: guaranteed service
♦ Controlled Load: controlled-load service
The above two types of QoS are inherited from
Intserv/RSVP, while QoSME also has more types of
QoS from ATM services.
• Modes of QoS
♦ Hard: QoS provisioning by ATM, in the ATM
switch network
♦ Soft: QoS provisioning by Intserv/RSVP, in
the Internet
When an application assigns its QoS requirements,
QoSME maps these requirements to QoS parameters of
RSVP or ATM. If a resource reservation is made,
QoSME associates the network connections of this
application with this reservation.
When a resource reservation fails, QoSME will
return a message to the application. Combining this
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message with QoS MIB, an application can know the
current status of available network resource, and then
adapt its QoS requirements and make a new request.
3.4 QoS Management
Once an application establishes a QoSME
connection (via QoSockets), QoSME management
starts. It collects various data from each
communication
connection,
including
QoS
specifications, connection times, transmission rates
and delays, and calculates QoS parameter to detect
any QoS violation. All these data are stored into
SNMP MIBs (Management Information Base), and
can be accessible from a QoSME application, or a
remote SNMP manager using an SNMP agent.
With MIBs, QoSME is able to control and adapt
the QoS requirements for particular applications. The
SNMP agent provided by QoSME can access (read
and write) these MIBs, so that an SNMP network
manager is able to monitor network status and to adapt
QoS requirements at a remote terminal.

4. QoSME SYSTEM and COMPONENTS
In this section, QoSME system and its components
are introduced that implement the QoSME architecture
described in last section. Currently, QoSME has been
available on several OS platforms including SunOS
4.1.x, Solaris 2.5 and Linux 2.0 and 2.2.
4.1 System Model

indispensable role in QoS delivery and management, as
shown in Fig. 4.1.
Similar to the QoSME architecture, QoSME system
is modeled into three sub-systems, and those
components are placed in the first two sub-systems:
application and runtime environment. The third subsystem underlying system, offers QoSME available
resources from operating systems and network
systems.
A QoSME application defines its QoS requirements
using either QoSME APIs or QuAL, and obtains QoS
guarantees via QoSockets at the runtime environment.
An SNMP V2-compliant agent is also offered at the
application layer to access QoS MIBs generated by
QoSockets in real time.
At the runtime environment, QoSockets provides
overall QoS functions to QoSME applications and
communicates the underlying system for QoS
guarantees. Another important part is QoS MIB that
collects data about QoS requirements and network
performances for QoS management. Third, QoSOS that
is not depicted in Fig. 4.1 deals with platformdependent associations so that QoSME applications
can be platform-independent.
4.2 QoSockets: Runtime environment
QoSockets is the core part and brings QoS to the
Berkeley sockets that are widely used nowadays by
network applications. It compiles the application
specifications into respective transport protocols and
mechanisms, when possible. Protocols supported by
QoSockets include TCP, UDP, RSVP, ST-II, and
ATM. QoSockets also generates instrumentation to
monitor the QoS delivered to the application and
constructs appropriate QoS Management Information
Bases (MIBs) to access this instrumentation.

Fig. 4.2 QoSME applications with Intserv/RSVP

Fig 4.1 QoSME System Model
QoSME has a set of components that compose an
open QoS environment for user-end and network
management applications. Each component plays an

Figure 4.2 shows how QoSockets operates above an
underlying RSVP service. QoSockets shelters
applications from the complexity of the interface
details of the specific QoS provisioning mechanism.
One could use the same QoSockets specification for
RSVP and ATM.
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The SNMP agent offered by QoSME is SNMP-V2
compliant, and accesses QoS MIB access under control
of a remote SNMP-based network managers. That is, a
network administrator, working at a distant site, can
control and monitor the QoS of QoSME applications.

Fig. 4.3 QoS Management in QoSME
Figure 4.3 shows how QoSockets works with QoS
MIBs. When an application establishes a QoSockets
connection, QoSockets starts collecting the
requirement and performance data related to the
connection, including QoS specifications, connection
duration, transmission rates, delays, etc. It also detects
QoS violation by comparing the QoS requirements
with real collected performance statistics.
4.3 QoSMIB & Agent: QoS Management
QoS management is another important part in
QoSME, as shown in Fig 4.3. To do this, QoS MIBs
are created automatically by QoSockets, and the
SNMP agent is offered as a utility of QoSME to
access these MIBs.
QoS MIBs contain QoS statistics per application
(Fig 4.4), and integrates application level QoS
management into standard network management
frameworks, such as SNMP.

4.4 APIs: Application Programming Interfaces
QoSME provides APIs using a C library similar to
the interfaces of Berkeley sockets. Those APIs include
the following abstractions.
• Connection Establishment: initialize and establish
connections and reserve the application QoS
requirements specified.
• Selection of Protocols: select a specific transport
protocol and bind a socket address to a QoSockets
connection endpoint.
• Monitoring QoS delivery: monitor the QoS
performance of applications communications, and
store the sampled performance statistics into QoS
MIBs.
• QoS MIB Access: access values of QoS MIBs
using SNMP-based interfaces.
Alternatively, applications can use QuAL to specify
QoS requirements that are compiled into run time
components that map and monitor the actual QoS.

5. QoSME Applications
Recently, the QoS performances of two multimedia
applications Using QoSME have been investigated in
[30]. The first is NetVideo [29], a UDP-based real-time
video tool; and the other is DIRM (Dynamic Integrated
Resource Management) [25], a TCP-based resource
management system for CORBA (Common Object
Request Broker Architecture [31])-based applications.
Both applications were originally developed using
sockets and have been easily modified to use QoSME
so that they take advantage of its powerful QoS
infrastructure.

Fig. 4.4 QoS MIBs in QoSME
The data stored in the QoS MIBs are accessed
inside the application using the QoSME APIs and
from remote network managers using the QoSME
SNMP agents. Thus, QoSockets allows applications to
control and adapt to QoS performance by using
application exception handling procedures (locally) or
by requiring assistance from network managers
(remotely).
Fig. 5.1 Net Video with QoSME
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• Application 1: Net Video
NetVideo is a multimedia tool for the Internet that
captures, transfers, and receives real-time video
pictures using UDP, in either unicast or multicast. The
proposed version uses the QoSME API to request QoS
for UDP transport (R-UDP), and is tested in a test bed
in which two different LANs are connected through a
serial link (a bandwidth bottleneck) between two
CISCO routers (shown in Fig. 5.1). Two programs run
under two Solaris machines, one acts as a video sender
and takes pictures with video camera, and the other
acts as a video receiver and displays received pictures
onto screen.
• Application 2: DIRM
DIRM is a resource management environment and
provides a set of high-level APIs that assists objectoriented applications to acquire QoS at runtime. Upon
application request, DIRM allocates and manages
network resources (e.g., bandwidth) dynamically using
the IIOPGW resource manager that bridges two ORBs
(Object Request Brokers). IIOPGW uses the QoSME
APIs for resource allocations to assure QoS of its TCP
transport (R-TCP).

monitoring. However, TCP applications require bidirectional traffic guarantees which are not directly
provided by the QoS provisioning mechanisms.

6. SUMMARY
This paper presents QoSME as a potential solution
for the Internet application QoS management and
guarantees. It provides actually a middleware between
applications and underlying resource systems, which is
built over prevailing network protocols. Moreover,
QoSME (using QoSockets) easily brings QoS to those
applications using the Berkeley sockets. Regarding the
QoS management, QoSME generates QoS MIBs and
uses SNMP agents to access real-time system
parameter and network performance data.
Future works include extending QoSME to support
flexible QoS adaptation and negotiation. End
applications usually have to adapt their QoS
requirements to the varying network conditions. On the
other hand, flexible QoS adaptation and negotiation
enable applications to use network resources
efficiently.
Another topic is to enable applications obtaining
appropriate network service guarantees using uniform
interfaces, regardless what system platforms,
provisioning services and programming languages are.
It also benefits legacy applications to acquire QoS even
they do not include those QoS APIs. Some earlier work
has been published in [32].
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